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EXCLUSIVENESS IN STOCKHOLM

Paul McCabe exhibits work by international masters at
his new gallery

International art dealer Paul McCabe recently opened a
gallery in the chic Östermalm district of Stockholm, focused
to attract Swedish collectors that will buy art for millions.
He has already signed some of the world’s most
sought-after and renowned contemporary artists.
We’re standing in front of a big, round work by Damien
Hirst. There are colorful butterflies carefully placed in
circles behind thick glass, like a mosaic. This is one of the
few works in the gallery that’s still not sold, but there are
interested buyers who are bidding.

“With this exhibition, I want to show what kind of art I work
with and that means the big, contemporary names,” McCabe
says when Dagens Industri meets with him. “The art
becomes accessible for the Swedish market.”
The space on the ground floor at Artillerigatan is divided
into two rooms, one that faces the street and another in the
back with a writing desk, and a little sofa group with art
magazines and books in a bookcase.
“Through the exhibited works, I want to create the feeling
of rebirth,” McCabe says.

The Hirst painting – on sale for $1.2 million, which is equal
to about 8.5 million Swedish kronor – is so big that McCabe
had to enlarge the outer door to get it in to the gallery.

“On one hand, the work can seem grotesque with all these
dead butterflies behind glass,” he says. “But the result is
the opposite. It gives you the feeling of life. I like the
contradiction. The ugly and grotesque is turned into
something beautiful.
Quote from 1968

To the right, is a framed Andy Warhol quote that was
created by the concept pioneer Joseph Kosuth. Kosuth
found the line “The lighting is bad, the camera work is bad,
the projection is bad, but the people are beautiful” in a
catalogue from the Pontus Hultens Andy Warhol exhibition
at Stockholm’s Moderna Museet in 1968. The buyer
doesn’t pay for the actual work, but for the certificate that
allows them to print the photograph.

“Kosuth is highly regarded in academic circles, but on the
market he’s not that hot yet,” McCabe says, who adds that
he’s a good friend of Kosuth.

So how does an international art dealer from South Africa
come to live in Stockholm? McCabe is married to Swedish
actress Jenny Ulving. They lived for many years in New
York, but now Stockholm is their base.
“Even when we lived in New York, I had over 180 days of
travel a year,” he says. “So I might as well have my base
in Stockholm and travel from here.”

He recently returned from New York, where he’s been
looking at art at the big auction houses. From his office in
Stockholm, -he’s planning to bid on about 10 works.
His assistant in New York is ready to help if there are any
problems.
“I will, for my clients, bid on art by Damien Hirst, Walead
Beshty, Keith Haring, Jean Dubuffet, Richard Pettibone and
Anish Kapoor,” he says. “If you’re lucky, you can make
great deals at the day auctions.”
From an artistic family

McCabe is, at first, very quiet about his clients, but after a
little pushing from my side he tells me about one of his
clients, Dr. Fredric Brandt. Brandt is one of the world’s most
renowned dermatologists, with clients like Madonna and
Gwyneth Paltrow. He splits his time between homes in New
York and Miami.
“We got to know each other 15 years ago,” McCabe says.
“He acts fast, which is the key to success in this industry.”
Has he done anything to your face?

“No, no; I’m only 37. But I promise you, he has many men
on his client list,” he says with a laugh.
How did you get started in the art business?

“As a child, I loved to paint and create,” he says. “I was
always encouraged to do so. My father was a famous
South African ballet dancer before he changed careers and
became a businessman. So the artistic streak has always
been a big part of my life.”

“But after my first exhibition, I felt there were so many other
artists much better than me,” McCabe says. “I actually
used the money from my first show to buy other artists’
works. It was the beginning of my career in the arts.”
McCabe is now hoping to inspire Swedes to buy
international art. But it will demand some persuasion. Many
of his exhibited works will soon be shipped off to foreign
collectors in England, USA and Switzerland.

